High angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is well suited to identifying heavy elements in lighter surrounds [1, 2] . This has been used recently to explore the detailed configuration of impurity atoms segregated at grain boundaries in ceramic materials [3] , where such dopant addition can significantly change the physical properties of the material, particularly its resistance to creep deformation [4] . At best, a single image only gives a clear indication of the projected structure along one direction. However the complexity of interface structure makes it desirable to seek further information, such as the dopant distribution. Image quantification may provide one approach [5] [6] [7] , and depth sectioning in aberration corrected machines may provide another [8] . However, the most direct approach is to observe the specimen from multiple directions, provided the images can be interpreted equally well. A spherical aberration corrector allows the formation of an atomically fine probe on the crystal surface, but, depending on the specimen orientation, it becomes important to describe in detail how the probe spreads through the sample in order to best interpret the experimental images. We will explore the effects of sample orientation, defocus selection, and probe spreading on atomic resolution HAADF STEM imaging using rare earth segregation in an alumina (α-Al 2 O 3 ) grain boundary as a test case.
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We explore imaging of the dopant distribution in the interface plane via imaging from three orthogonal directions with a view to determining as much three-dimensional structure information as possible. and D have it viewed along the <2 _ 021> direction. In both cases the <505 _ 4> direction is vertical in the images. As the matrix is fairly light and the <505 _ 4> direction is not a strong channelling direction, it may be possible to image the interface from the <505 _ 4> direction as well. Fig. 2A shows the intensity profile, projected along the <2 _ 021> direction, of the electron probe wavefunction travelling along the <505 _ 4> direction through the two crystals of total thickness 325 Å. Fig. 2B shows the corresponding profile in vacuum. The differences between the profiles are small, suggesting that the crystal does not cause much perturbation of the intensity distribution and that the probe retains its atomic sized beam waist at the interface. Fig. 2C shows the simulated HAADF STEM image of the model Y-doped α-Al 2 O 3 grain boundary from this third orthogonal orientation, and despite the thickness of the sample the individual Y atoms are clearly visible: in this specimen it should be possible to image the buried interface in plan-view. [1210] C
